MONSE WESTRUP
MSC PRESIDENT

PATRICIA POLICARPIO
EVP PROGRAMS

NATHAN MATOUS
VP PROGRAMS

ASHVIN SANJAY
VP PROGRAMS

VACANT
VP PROGRAMS

ESTEFANY CHAVEZ
EVP DIVERSITY

ANGELINA MATHEW
VP DIVERSITY

TOM DEWEY
VP DIVERSITY

ROXANNA IRANI
EVP BUSINESS

ALEC FARRIS
VP BUSINESS

MSC COMMITTEE CHAIRS & RESOURCE DIRECTORS

SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP

MATTHEW SMITH
MSC Abbott Conference

JOHN LEHAN
MSC ALOT

JUSTIN YIN
MSC FLC Conference

CLINT HART
MSC FLI

ELISE COURAND
MSC FISH

ABIGAIL ALQUIZA
MSC Hospitality

OLIVIA BRADEN
MSC Spencer Leadership Conference

CULTURE AND EDUCATIONS

JULIANNA SOLORZANO
MSC CAMAC

ERIN DENT
MSC L.T. Jordan Institute

JOSLYNNE SANTOS
MSC SCOLA Conference

ETHAN FINNEY
MSC SCONA

JACKSON GRANT
MSC Wiley Lecture Series

MADISON WEBB
MSC WBAC

VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

AUSTIN BALTES
MSC Aggie Cinema

JOHN CHAPA
MSC OPAS Student Committee

ELISE TAYLOR
MSC Town Hall

HALEY THOMAS
MSC VAC

ELAINE WU
ISA

RESOURCE TEAM

VACANT
MSC ASSESSMENTS

NICOLE KANE
MSC DEVELOPMENT

LILY OLIVER
MSC FINANCE

NATALIE WILLS
MSC MARKETING

VACANT
MSC HUMAN RESOURCES
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